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1571 ABSTRACT 
In wireless power transmission systems, in order to 
provide maximum possible efficiency in the transfer of 
power, the receiving element of the system must inter- 
cept the greatest possible portion of the transmitted 
energy beam. By having a planar array of receiver ele- 
ments that are symmetrically located about a physical 
center, it becomes possible to determine the location on 
the array of the center of energy of the incident beam. 
This information is obtained as follows. Sum the output 
energy of all the receiver elements to the right and left 
of the vertical center of the array. Determine the differ- 
ence and sum of these two amounts. Divide the differ- 
ence by the sum. The result is an indication of the de- 
grees that the center of the incident beam is off in azi- 
muth. Sum the output energy of all the receiver ele- 
ments above and below the horizontal center of the 
array. Determine the difference and sum of these two 
amounts. Divide the difference by the sum. The result is 
an indication of the degrees that the center of the inci- 
dent beam is off in elevation. 
8 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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difference levels from each of the feed horns or 4 seg- 
ments can be used and are used to generate error magni- 
tude signals for re-directing the receiving antenna to 
The receiving array of the present invention as 
shown in FIG. 2 is made up of a plurality of subarrays 
arranged about a horizontal and a vertical center. This ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- arrangement permits the determination of where the 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- center of the incident beam is located on the receiving 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 10 array. The monopulse radar technique only provides a 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 general indication of whether the incident beam center 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). is aligned or not aligned with the receiving array. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 
ments in a method and apparatus for locating the center It is an object of this invention to provide means for 
of an incident beam on a receiving structure and, more locating the beam center of microwave energy incident 
particularly, pertains to a new and improved method on a receiving array. 
and apparatus for locating the center of an incident It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
beam on a receiving array of antenna elements wherein 20 method for locating the beam center of microwave 
the incident beam is in the microwave region and uti- energy incident on a receiving array. 
lized for the wireless transmission of power. These objects and the general purpose of the inven- 
The concept of transmitting significant quantities of tion are accomplished as follows. The receiving array is 
power by way of microwaves differs from the ordinary made up of a plurality of rectenna elements mounted in 
concept of communications by way of microwaves in 25 a planar array in a symmetrical manner about a physical 
that the elements of the microwave power transmission center. The output energy of all the elements to the 
system are designed so that the largest proportion possi- right and left of the vertical center of the array are 
ble of the transmitted beam is intercepted by the receiv- summed to provide respective quantities. The ratio of 
ing part of the system. This is important because in a the difference of these quantities to their sum is an indi- 
microwave power transmission system the received 30 cation of the degrees that the center of the incident 
power must be a significant portion of the transmitter energy beam is off-center in azimuth. The output en- 
output. This is not true in a communication system ergy of all the elements above and below the horizontal 
where the received power is typically on the order of center of the array are summed to provide respective 
hundreds of decibels below the transmitter output. For quantities. The ratio of the difference of these quantities 
the purpose of example only, it will be assumed that the 35 to their sum is an indication of the degrees that the 
base band power output at the receiving end of a power center of the incident energy beam is off-center in eleva- 
transmission svstem is in DC. It should be understood. tion. 
RF BEAM CENTER LOCATION METMOD AND 
APPARATUS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM ' receive equal energy at all four segments. 
5 
The present invention relates generally to improve- 15 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
however, the power output may take other forms such 
as pulsating DC or even low frequency AC in the 60 
cycle per second range. Other objects and many of the attendant advantages 
The microwave power transmission system illus- of this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
trated schematically in FIG. 1 is made up of a high becomes better understood by reference to the follow- 
power R F  illuminator which is mounted in a well ing detailed description when considered in conjunction 
known manner on a tower or a similar mounting device with the accompanying drawings in which like refer- 
which provides for the pointing of the illuminator in 45 ence numerals designate like parts throughout the fig- 
azimuth and elevation. The illuminator is beamed as ures thereof and wherein, 
closely as possible directly at the receiving element of FIG. 1 is a schematic and block diagram illustration 
the power transmission system. of the basic elements of a wireless power transmission 
The present invention provides a method and appara- system utilizing the present invention. 
tus for determining where the center of the beam inci- 50 FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the microwave 
dent on the receiving structure is located on that struc- receiving array of the transmission system of FIG. 1. 
ture. For maximum efficiency and power transfer be- FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of a subarray which 
tween the illuminator and the receiver, the center of the is one of the elements of the receiving array of FIG. 2. 
incident beam should be lined up with the physical FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of the elements of 
center of the receiver array. 
Prior art systems that have been concerned with the FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating the correlation between 
reception of incident waves at the center of a receiving the azimuth degrees and the azimuth pointing ratio, 
target have all been concerned with or directed to calculated by the energy. 
monopulse radar systems. These monopulse radar sys- FIG. 6 is a graph correlating the elevation degrees 
tems basically involve a 4 segment receiver element 60 with the elevation pointing ratio, calculated by using 
which may take the form of 4 feed horns or multiple 
40 
55 the subarray of FIG. 3. 
the energy outputs of the dipole array. _ _  - 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
dipole elements divided into 4 equal segments. The 
basic concept involved is that when the receiving array 
is on tarnet, that is, lined UD with the direction from 
which t& reflected signal i's being received, all four 65 
segments of the receiving array are evenly illuminated 
as indicated by the sum and difference levels from each 
of the receiving segments. In addition, these sum and 
The output power of the receiving array I9 is dissi- 
pated by useful machines (not shown) that are well 
known in the art. A small portion of the energy re- 
ceived by each dipole element in the array 19 is supplied 
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over cabling 25 to subarray data collection circuitry 21 
which is merely interface circuitry for the data process- 
ing circuitry 23. The energy signals received from the 
array 19 by the data collection circuitry 21 are supplied 
to the data processing circuitry 23 over cables 27 which 
may be time division or space division channels. The 
data processing circuitry 23 is preferably a minicom- 
puter of the type well known in the art, programmed to 
perform the calculations which will be further de- 
scribed below. The results of such calculations are sup- 
plied over lines 29 to utilization devices. These devices, 
depending upon the application of the invention, may 
be azimuth position control and elevation position con- 
trol signals to the R F  power transmitting antenna 17 or 
to the power receiving array 19, or may simply be di- 
rected to instrumentation which indicates azimuth and 
elevation. 
In an open loop configuration the signals on line 29 
are supplied to instrumentation which indicates the 
location in terms of azimuth and elevation of the center 
of the incident beam on the receiving array 19. These 
indications find utility in various aspects. For example, 
they may be utilized to check the performance accuracy 
of other beam pointing schemes which are directed 
towards insuring that the illuminator 13 of the transmit- 
ting station is directly aimed at the receiving array 19. 
They may be utilized to determine the pointing coordi- 
nates of various locations in and about the power re- 
ceiving array 19 such as auxilliary field intensity devices 
located near the array, the edges of the array or the 
centers of various subarrays. They may be used to moni- 
tor the position stability of various alternate pointing 
schemes as a function of auxilliary parameters such as 
temperature, time, etc.. 
In a closed loop configuration the signals on line 29 
may be utilized for the purpose of maximizing power 
transfer in the microwave power transmission system. 
In such a case the information on line 29 would be 
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supplied to the azimuth and elevation servo motors of 
the R F  illuminator 13 of antenna 17 to control the point- 40 
ing position of the illuminator so that the center of its 
beams are incident on the receiver 19 in coincidence 
with the physical center of the receiving array 19. The 
azimuth and elevation correction signals may be sup- 
plied to the remotely located transmitting device 17 45 
either by cables or radio links (not shown). If preferred, 
these signals may also be supplied to the receiving array 
19 to correct its azimuth and elevation, either separately 
or together with adjusting the azimuth and elevation of 
the illuminator 13 of the transmitter. 
The receiving array 19 comprises a plurality of subar- 
rays 31 arranged about a horizontal center 33 and a 
50 
4 
row 39. By connecting 45 diodes in parallel a sufficient 
short circuit current is generated for fusing open any 
diode in the circuit that fails by shorting. In this manner 
the subarray is made self-clearing in case of a fault. The 
power output of the array 31 is supplied over a pair of 
lines 41 to the subarray data collection circuit 21 from 
where it is passed on to the microcomputer for process- 
ing. 
Each of the rectenna elements 37 in a subarray com- 
prises a dipole antenna 43, a diode 47, and filter ele- 
ments. The concept and operation of a rectenna element 
is described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,434,678 issued to W. C. 
Brown. The rectenna utilized in the present array com- 
prises a balanced transmission line low pass filter section 
45, an impedence transformer 49, an R F  bypass capaci- 
tor 51, and DC output leads 53 which connect to the 
parallel lines or bus bars in the subarrays 31. 
The data processing circuitry 23 which may be a 
microcomputer, will effectively generate the following 
two equations. 
1. 
Where: 
PL = power of rectenna elements left of vertical 
PR = power of rectenna elements right of vertical 
center. 
center. 
2. 
Where: 
PA = power of rectenna elements above horizontal 
PB = power of rectenna elements below horizontal 
Equation 1 provides the azimuth error signal. Equation 
2 provides the elevation error signal for the center of an 
R F  beam incident on the receiving planar array. 
center. 
center. 
For the specific array of FIG. 2: 
=PL = P,, + P, + P, + P, + P, + P, 
Substituting these quantities into equations 1 and 2 we 
obtain the equations 3 and 4, respectively: 
vertical center 35. For purposes of simplicity the'array 
is being illustrated as three vertical columns A, B, C, 
and six horizontal rows 1 through 6. Each subarray 31 
is made up of a plurality of dipole rectenna elements 37 
connected in series-parallel. The preferred wiring of the 
parallel wired horizontal rows 39 of the subarray con- 65 axes 59 and 63 respectively. 
sists of six series groups of three each of the parallel 
wired horizontal rows 39. In the preferred embodiment, 
15 rectenna elements 37 are provided in each parallel 
FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate the performance of the point- 
ing ratio, (ALS), on the vertical axes 57 and 61 versus 
the azimuth and elevation degrees on the horizontal 
Referring to FIG. 5, which illustrates the azimuth 
pointing ratio versus azimuth degrees, it can be seen 
that the relation between the two is linear, as repre- 
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sented by the line 55. The ratio indications 51 (a) above a plurality of subarrays, each subarray comprising a 
the zero mark on the vertical axes are positive indica- plurality of dipole elements connected to RF en- 
tions, those below zero 57 (b) are negative indications. ergy rectifying circuitry. 
This graph clearly shows that the pointing ratio magni- 3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said plurality of 
tude is approximately linear, about the vertical center 5 dipole elements in each said subarrays are connected 
line of the array, and changes as the beam center moves together in series-parallel. 
from one half of the receiving array to the other half. 4. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said means for 
Note that the difference between plus 0.15 and minus providing the azimuth sum quantities, sums the outputs 
0.15 in the pointing ratio is approximately 0.15 degrees from the subarray% forming vertical columns to the 
in azimuth. 10 right and left of the center column of the planar array; 
Referring now to FIG. 6, which illustrates the eleva- and wherein said means for providing said elevation 
tion pointing ratio versus elevation degrees, again the sum quantities, Sums the output from the subarray% 
relationship is seen as relatively linear. The indications forming horizontal rows above and below the horizon- 
on line 61 (a) above the zero mark on the vertical axis tal center ofthe Planar array. 
are positive magnitudes, whereas those below zero 61 15 5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said planar array 
(b) are negative magnitudes. The relation defined by comprises: 
line 65 is for a 300 Elowatt system. The relationship eighteen subarrays arranged in a three by six matrix. 
defined by the broken line 67 is for a 250 kilowatt sys- 6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein each said subar- 
tern. Note that the difference between plus 0.3 and ray comprises a Plurality of dipole d e ~ e n t s  connected 
minus 0.3 in the pointing ratio is approximately 0.30" in 20 to RF energy rectifying circuitry* 
elevation. This clearly indicates that the pointing ratio is 7' In an RF power transmission system wherein an 
an excellent indicator of perfect beam alignment with energy Source generates an energy beam towards an 
array of R F  receiver elements, a method for locating the intercepting array. the center of the energy beam incident on said receiving In summary, the present invention provides a method array, said method comprising: 
vide signals indicative of the energy received by 
each of said receiver elements; 
elements to the right of a predetermined vertical 
center line of said array of receiver elements; 
summing the signals sampled from all the receiver 
elements to the left of the predetermined vertical 
center line of said array of receiver elements; 
summing the sums from said elements left and right of 
the predetermined vertical center line; 
forming the difference between the sums from said 
elements left and right of the predetermined verti- 
cal center line; and 
the quantity of step four, said ratio indicating the 
degrees that the center of the incident energy beam 
is off-center in azimuth from the predetermined 
vertical center line. 
8. In an RF power transmission system wherein an 
means for providing the difference and sum of said 45 energy source generates an energy beam towards an 
array of RF receiver elements, a method for locating 
and apparatus for locating the beam center Of micro- 25 sampling the output of said receiver elements to pro- wave energy incident on a receiving structure. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In an RF power transmission system wherein an summing the signals sampled from all the receiver energy source generates an energy beam towards a 
receiving structure, apparatus for locating the center of 30 
the energy beam incident on said receiving structure, 
said apparatus comprising: 
a planar array of R F  receiver elements arranged 
about a physical center in a matrix pattern; 
means for providing signals indicative of the energy 35 
received by each of said receiver elements; 
means for summing the signal quantities for all the 
receiver elements to the right of a predetermined 
a right azimuth sum quantity; 
means for summing the signal quantities for all the 
receiver elements to the left of a predetermined 
vertical center line of said planar array to provide 
a left azimuth sum quantity; 
right and left azimuth sum quantities; 
vertical center line of said planar array to provide generating the ratio of the quantity of step five with 
40 
means for generating the ratio Of the azimuth differ- 
ence and sum, said ratio indicating the degrees that 
the center of the incident energy beam is off-center 
in azimuth from the predetermined vertical center 50 
line; 
means for summing the signal quantities for all the 
receiver elements above a predetermined horizon- 
tal center line of said planar array to provide an 
above elevation sum quantity; 
means for snmming the signal quantities for all the 
receiver elements below a predetermined horizon- 
tal center line of said planar array to provide a 
below elevation sum quantity; 
means for providing the difference and sum of said 60 
above and below elevation sum quantities; and 
means for generating the ratio of the elevation differ- 
ence and sum, said ratio indicating the degrees that 
the center of the incident energy beam is off-center 
in elevation from the predetermined horizontal 65 
center line. 
the center ofthe energy beam incident on said receiving 
array, said method comprising: 
sampling the output of said receiver elements to pro- 
vide signals indicative of the energy received by 
each of said receiver elements; 
summing the signals sampled from all the receiver 
elements above a predetermined horizontal center 
line on said array; 
summing the signals sampled from all the receiver 
elements below the predetermined horizontal cen- 
ter line on said array; 
summing the sums from said elements above and 
below the predetermined horizontal center line; 
forming the difference between the sums from said 
elements above and below the predetermined hori- 
zontal center line of said array; and 
generating the ratio of the quantity of step five with 
the quantity of step four, said ratio indicating the 
degrees that the center of the incident energy beam 
is off-center in elevation from the predetermined 
horizontal center line. 
55 
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said planar array 
comprises: * * + e *  
